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Summary of Findings 

 

Frito-Lay is the largest snack chip producer in the United States; they are currently responsible for 

fifty-nine percent of the industry. The Frito-Lay company is a snack division of the PepsiCo Corporation 

featuring over 45,000 employees throughout the United States and Canada. Frito-Lay prides itself in not 

only being the biggest chip brand, but also the best chip brand. Frito-Lay features a bevy of products 

throughout its thirty-three individual brands. They thoroughly test all products before bringing them to 

market and strictly maintain the same premium level of quality throughout the product life cycle.  

 

Frito Lay focuses in on four key areas with production. The first focus is top quality ingredients. They 

believe you cannot have the highest quality product without the highest quality ingredients. The next 

key area is a strict adherence to recipes based on consumer preference. They value their consumer’s 

interests and concerns religiously. They contact various market research studies; most recently they 

launched a campaign to find their next new flavor. Through various social media outlets, 

advertisements, and small production runs they produced three flavors and let the general public select 

the prevailing flavor, cheesy garlic bread. The next focus is to strictly follow product parameters in 

production. They are constantly monitoring the facility and product as well as overall productions. The 

final focus is the end quality. They put their products through a “quality wall” where they examine 

product twice per shift. Non-analytical tests are performed, such as examining the texture and taste of 

the internal product and then examining the overall bag quality. Frito-Lay likes to provide a quality 

product in a quality package; they even check the seals on every bag.  

 

 Frito-Lay strives for continuous improvement. They are never satisfied with the status quo. They are 

always seeking cleaner production methods and new and exciting products. While they are always 
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seeking improvement with new product design, they never forget their loyal customers. They feature a 

customer review rating by measuring the total customer complaints per million bags. Their ideal 

production is hitting the centerline of Statistical Process Control (SPC) Charts. These charts are used to 

measure production levels and quality throughout the manufacturing process.  

 

 Frito-Lay maintains nine critical checkpoints with production. The first checkpoint is the raw grade of 

the potato; quite simply the potatoes are examined before the trucks are even unloaded. The next 

checkpoint is the peeling process. The peeling must remove the appropriate amount of peel or the 

potatoes will not be processed. After the potato is peeled it makes its way to the inspection table. This is 

where a live human employee examines every potato further for any defects and either removes the 

defect or the potato from the production line. Once the potato passes inspection it is then sliced. Even 

the slices are examined for overall weight and thickness. Once the potato is adequately slices, the slices 

are then put into the frying process which is also much regulated. Once the potato is fried (or baked 

with certain product) it is passed onto the seasoning and salting process. This section is critical to the 

overall taste of the product. If there is too much seasoning it will overpower the taste of the chip, if 

there is too little the product will be very bland and deemed an inferior product by consumers.  Once 

the chips are all cooked and seasoned they are put into packaging. The bags are first measured for 

weight control to actively regulate the accurate amount of product placed into the desired packaging. 

The packaging is then examined for seal integrity. Nobody wants to buy a previously opened product on 

the shelves. The final critical checkpoint is the overall appearance of the product packaging. There must 

be enough of an air filter to guard the internal product as well as be aesthetically pleasing to the 

potential customers on the exterior bagging.  
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Background Information 

 

The journey of Frito Lays began in 1932 when C.E. Doolin made the smartest purchase he would 

ever make in his life; he bought a bag of corn chips. Doolin was so infatuated with the chips that he 

ended up purchasing the recipes. Doolin then started to sell the chips under the FRITOS Corn Chips 

branding from a Model T Ford. Now that is where the Frito in Frito Lay comes from. The Lay comes from 

Herman W. Lay, a chip producer in Nashville, Tennessee. H.W. Lay& Company would grow to be one of 

the largest snack food companies in the Southeast. It was not until 1961 when the Frito Company and 

H.W. Lay & Company would merge into Frito-Lay, Inc.  

 

 Currently Frito-Lay is working to reduce its overall environmental footprint. Methods such as 

conserving natural resources and the implementation of renewable energy technology are two main 

strategies. One bright spot for Frito-Lay is in Greensburg, Kansas. In 2007 the town was hit by a deadly 

tornado, Frito-Lay donated $1 million dollars to aid in building a solar-powered business incubator.  

Frito-Lay is actively striving for a healthier product with variations such as baked potato chips. They 

are actively reducing salt contents and use only natural potatoes. They are reducing Tran saturated fats 

across the boards. Frito Lay does note that consumers are looking for a healthier product, the one 

dilemma being at the heart of the operation they are still producing a snack product, not a health 

product.  
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Problem Statement 

 

The main problem I found with Frito-Lay’s quality control has more to do with their target audience 

than their current production methods. In my opinion they do a great job of not only maintain the 

quality of their product, but also in house regulations of productions and supply appears to be spot on. 

The quality issue I have found is with the product itself. They mass produced potatoes and corn flavored 

with salt, oil, and other additives. They simply do not feature a high enough nutritional quality to 

compete long term with healthier alternatives. While the Potato chip will likely forever be a staple guilty 

pleasure, the demand will likely continue to decrease.  

 

Frito-Lay is faced with an issue many corporations now face with food and beverage production. 

PepsiCo as a whole will have to look into altering their product lines to match new consumer demands. 

People as a whole are making a move from the high sugar contents of soft drinks to simple waters and 

other healthier options. These synthetic additives to foods are becoming less and less sought after.   
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Analysis of Alternatives 

 

The current quality of production could first be improved with cleaner production methods. Quite 

honestly when I viewed the video I did not find the product appetizing by seeing the chips being 

transported on belts covered in oil. Frito-Lay does a fantastic job of regulating and testing the overall 

quality of their product, but the end problem is the product itself. Frito-Lay makes a premium potato 

chip; the problem is there is a bear market for premium unhealthy snack.  

 

Their production methods could be altered with more health conscious machinery. The oil and salt 

content on those conveyer belts has to be off the charts. One alternative I came up with is a more 

climate controlled production line. If there was a way for air flow or a certain temperature the chips 

could be moved at that left minimal residue could be a start. Another healthier investment with current 

product could be recyclable packaging and other options to produce a more earth friendly image. While 

the product would remain the same, the higher quality packaging could attract more consumers.  

 

An overall product change is my second and primary alternative. Simply switch over certain plants to 

strictly produce health products. Use fruits instead of potatoes, nutrients instead of salt and oil. Lay’s 

was on to something with their baked product, they could utilize this process as opposed to frying with 

these healthier products.  
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Detailed Recommendations 

 

I recommend Frito-Lay explore alternatives to all ingredients they currently use. Quite simply just 

because something is labeled “all natural” does not mean the product is healthy and consumers are 

becoming more and more aware of this fact. I would recommend exploring sweet potatoes and fruits 

such as apples, pears, and bananas for their main ingredients. They are nutritious options that taste 

relatively similarly. The change in main ingredients is also very beneficial in that they will have larger, 

potentially cheaper ingredients. Potatoes always run the risk of a potato famine.  

 

In regards to their flavorings Frito-Lay could take notes from the health and fitness world. Proteins 

and other supplements are widely becoming more tasty and advanced, for example they could produce 

a peanut butter flavored apple chip, cinnamon flavored pear chip, or a chocolate flavored banana chip. 

The flavors are more decadent, but feature productive calories in regards to nutrition. This could 

drastically reduce the use of oil in production as well. They could produce the chips on an average 

consumer level and produce a product line specifically for Health enthusiasts.  

 

Another big thing noticed in the chip production is how oily the process is, there has to be a way to 

use cleaner equipment to produce a more tasteful product. The mere image of chopping a potato and 

sending it off on a conveyer belt and dipping it oil is not all that attractive. It closely resembles mass 

production of most hard goods with the conveyer belt process. More effort should be placed on the 

internal product as opposed to the external packaging. The video piece gives off the impression that the 

visual presentation of the exterior is almost important as the internal product, while that initially lures 

consumers in it is the internals that maintain consumers.  
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Implementation and Evaluation 

 

Frito Lay will have to conduct serious market research in regards to the taste and price point of 

these healthier products. There is a preconceived notion that healthier products do not taste as good. 

These healthier products should have their own plants that do not contain all of the oils and etc. from 

other plants. These plants should also have a geographic location that is fruitful with the desired 

resources. While the health products are an area Frito-Lay should focus on, they should never forget 

about their original bread and butter, the oily potato chip. While demand will continue to decrease, 

there will always be some demand for the American diet staple.  

 

The price points will be unmistakably critical with the health product lines. Higher quality 

ingredients result in a higher cost. I personally have experience with FitFreeze, a company that produces 

“guilt-free” ice cream. The Ice Cream maintains the unmistakable taste of vanilla and chocolate ice 

cream, but features a high protein content and low fat content. Unfortunately the product is not 

perfect, it features a price tag double a standard ice cream tub. At the same time, FitFreeze has nowhere 

near the resources or funds of Frito-Lay. Frito-Lay can put far more research into their product and 

produce on a much higher mass production scale. This differentiation through a higher quality nutritious 

snack could be the future bread winner for Frito-Lay, a struggling branch of PepsiCo.  

 


